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In Tzara's notebooks and manuscripts one can trace some steps in his favorite method of
"knotting" words together, as he describes it. This non-Frenchman was apparently fascinated by
particular sections of French vocabulary. He developed the habit of starting with a list of words
(from five or less to eighty or more), which became the kernel for a series of sentences.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The sounds, not the meanings, of the words suggest other sounds, extensions, and
elaborations.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
In the line:
avec un coeur comme valise et une valse en guise de tete
(with a heart like a suitcase and a waltz as a head)
the word valise leads to a valse by sound and certainly not by sense...
--Mary Ann Caws, Introduction, Tristan Tzara, Approximate Man and Other Writings

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Edmond Jabes -- “interrogate the surface of the text”
E. M. Cioran - “writing against itself”
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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DELETED
The starting point for this modern post-philosophic tradition of philosophizing is the awareness
that the traditional forms of philosophical discourse have been broken. The leading possibilities
that remain are mutilated, incomplete discourse (the aphorism, the note or jotting) or discourse
that has risked metamorphosis into other forms (the parable, the poem, the philosophical tale,
the critical exegesis).  Susan Sontag: “Thinking Against Oneself”: Reflections on Cioran

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Edmond Jabès
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

THE WRITER can get free of his writing only by using it, that is, by reading oneself. As if the aim
of writing were to use what is already written as a launching pad for reading the writing to come.
Moreover, what he has written is read in the process, hence constantly modified by his reading.
The book is an unbearable totality.
I write against a background of facets.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

To every book, its twenty-six letters. To every letter, its thousands of books.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnop
qrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdef
ghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuv
wxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghi
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molemold expit, in a big mosquito
shrinkwrapped skintite weather, in a corner fur
fuel filter ephemeral, in between arriving twicebody garbage bags
live erasure, in. for some a full glass of water
it is in, in the room a real wave, on the floor water scaffolding
woven ovens, as if holding hovering over crash helmet
ringtailed, in the midst verbs diving mask
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absence of a rigorous
was some overlap
traced these problems
Jackson MacLow: The poet creates
a situation wherein she or he
invites other persons & the
world in general to be co-creators.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
In realizing any particular dance,
the individual dancer or group of
dancers has a very large degree
of freedom of interpretation.
However, although they are to
interpret the successive lines of
each of these poems - which are also
dance-instructions as they see fit,
dancers are required to find some
definite interpretation of the meaning
of every line of the dance-poem they
choose to realize.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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a series of lamps
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conditions of poetry, or perhaps more
precisely that it is not worth while
to define a set of conditions for
poetry that would exclude them (Antin)
with no amount of accumulated
intended as poems or not
in the construct of American power

dances and events, an eccentric myth
can be || apartment, cramped || telegraphed
to suggest some, obsessive cyclist
purposes of || mock science || this
encyclopedic, tangled strands
have now || alleyway, owls || produced
appeared under the, bloody handprints
forces that || squeezed || compose
index table yam, poeticized by those
among the world nation-states || emerged ||
marked by arbitrary, corpulent and vulgar
that global || shock || capitalism needs
not poems in the same way as, the King of Poland
has transformed itself ||acclimatized ||
promoting these differences, to chance
remained to be || snow-covered || done
by the nature of the site, bedroom
absence of a || skeleton || rigorous
was some overlap, elephant
traced these || bats || problems
Jackson MacLow: The poet creates [embodies]
a situation wherein she or he [pataphysics]
invites other persons & the [fireplace]
world in general to be co-creators. [scientists]
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++



In realizing any particular dance, [symbolist]
the individual dancer or group of [anarchist]
dancers has a very large degree [symbolist]
of freedom of interpretation. [anarchist]
However, although they are to [symbolist]
interpret the successive lines of [anarchist]
each of these poems - which are also [symbolist]
dance-instructions as they see fit, [anarchist]
dancers are required to find some [symbolist]
definite interpretation of the meaning [anarchist]
of every line of the dance-poem they [symbolist]
choose to realize. [anarchist]
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
improbable tape of hammering
bicycle role of the American state
hometown a pneumatic drill
inherited in shaping and resisting
cycling a series of lamps
weather the role of labor
a shack by the river, saliva by spitting
frequently voiced considerable doubt
far-fetched identifying the absence
seven miles institutions in fostering
mayhem definitions of a terrain
mathematical insights into the imperial
that these Aztec definitions meet the
conditions of poetry, or perhaps more
precisely that it is not worth while
to define a set of conditions for
poetry that would exclude them (Antin)
utility with no amount of accumulated
full-length intended as poems or not
straightforward in the construct of American power
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that sreeaid, publihe (aerosol
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protein that aid, , d;le]rk (vilefrogs
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harbinger abe fo(re-, q]
labor t) e firr
obituary pace not,( mkf[q]) tigers
conditions h attitu ( ptj5) ras unseeif
fast food (m. qt.[) ephemer strictly
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micro-level glitz that seaid, wstyj (aerol
sounds thinking protein that aid, , d;le]rk (vilefrogs
various sonic unions in ing up ( ]p) ege not
fragments, knotted harbinger abe fo(re-, q]
a turning page, labor t) e firr
a stutter, shifts obituary pace not,( mkf[q]) tigers
coughs, conditions h attitu ( ptj5) ras unseeif
fidgets fast food (m. qt.[) ephemer strictly
pulses retail an (, gt) titudef te
community workers depled) inter mf qt\[t

improvisation, glitz that seaid, wstyj (aerol
collaboration, protein that aid, , d;le]rk (vilefrogs
playfulness, unions in ing up ( ]p) ege not
improvisation, harbinger abe fo(re-, q]
collaboration, labor t) e firr
playfulness, obituary pace not,( mkf[q]) tigers
improvisation, conditions h attitu ( ptj5) ras unseeif
collaboration, fast food (m. qt.[) ephemer strictly
playfulness, retail an (, gt) titudef te
improvisation, workers depled) inter mf qt\[t



traditional glitz that seaid, ] pqr, (aerol
absinthe protein that aid, , d;le]rk (vilefrogs
quantum unions in ing up ( ][ ]p) egge not
scandalous harbinger abe fo(re-, q]  ],[q;
ultrapragmatic labor t) efirr- qep tk]\;[sb
19th-century-like obituary pace not,( qrvui[q]) tigers
disintegrating conditions hattitu (  oygu5) ras unseeif
propaganda fast food (m. qt.[) ephemer strictly
ideologies retail an (, gt) titudef te
personality workers depled) inter mf qt\[t

Surrealist Group of Stockholm
Mattias Forshage & Aase Berg
SURREALISM IN THE ULTERIOR TIMES (1996)
Whoever´s not a "dynamic person" actively marketing
himself on the labour market, runs his personality
as a business concept, isn´t worth a jot, and has
resigned from the right to participation in society;
the right to material support, the right to solidarity
etc, exactly the things one thought society was there
for providing in the first place. Whoever´s not such
a "dynamic person" with a value countable in hard cash,
is according to the current terminology referred to as
a "loser". It´s probably here one could search for
traces of humanity. Here the wounds boil and here a
silence reigns: here the venom gets to talk.

1830
February 25th, 1830
the arrival of the train-bands outside the Comedie-Francaise at three o'clock in the afternoon; a
four-hour wait in the locked auditorium; the disgust of the fashionable audience, arriving at
seven o'clock and finding the theatre turned into a public restaurant - and worse; finally, the
revolutionary nature of the play, given with evident disapproval by the actors themselves, and
attended by scuffles and interruptions beyond the footlights".

The Battle of Hernani was one of the most outrageous and outspoken examples of rebellion
against classical ideals and Bourgeois hypocrisy. The "Romantic Army" attended the production



in outlandish clothing, mocking the wealthy and mainstream. Hugo remembers the event as
such: "...wild whimsical characters, bearded, long-haired, dressed in every fashion except the
reigning one, in pea-jackets, Spanish cloaks, in waistcoats a la Robespierre, in Henry III
bonnets...and this in the middle of Paris in broad daylight (Malcom Easton, Artists and Writers in
Paris: The Bohemian Idea. 1803-1867. St. Martin's Press: New York, 1964.)

1896
December 11, 1896, the opening night, is worth describing in detail. There had been nothing like
it since the wild premiere of Victor Hugo's Hernani in 1830, when Theophile Gautier and Gerard
de Nerval carried the day for romanticism by highly organized demonstrations.

Before the curtain went up, a crude table was brought out, covered with a piece of old sacking.
Jarry appeared, looking dead white, for he had made himself up like a streetwalker to face the
footlights. Nervously sipping a glass of water, he spoke in his flattest, most clipped tones. For
ten minutes, he sat in front of the explosive crowd, thanking the people who had helped in the
production, referring briefly to the to the traditions of the Guignol theater, and mentioning the
masks the actors would wear and the fact that the first three acts would be performed without
intermission. He concluded in a more properly Ubuesque vein.

"In any case we have a perfect decor, for just as one good way of setting a play in Eternity is to
have revolvers shot off in the year 1000, you will see doors open on fields of snow under blue
skies, fireplaces furnished with clocks and swinging wide to serve as doors, and palm trees
growing at the foot of a bed so that little elephants standing on bookshelves can browse on
them. . . . As to the orchestra, there is none. Only its volume and timbre will be missed, for
various pianos and percussion will execute Ubuesque themes from backstage. The action,
which is about to begin, takes place in Poland, that is to say: Nowhere."

In these earnest nonsense lines Jarry was already insinuating that the play is more than it
appears, that the true setting of farce is (like Poland, a country long condemned to the
nonexistence of partition) an Eternity of Nowhere, and that contradiction is the mode of its logic.
The speech did not exactly ensure a sympathetic reception.

Jarry vanished with his table; the curtain went up on the set -- the handiwork of Jarry himself,
aided by Pierre Bonnard, Vuillard, Toulouse-Lautrec, and Serusier. Like every other feature of
this performance, the set had been described countless times. Arthur Symons, one of the few
Englishmen present at this "symbolist farce," as he calls it, recalled every detail.

" . . . the scenery was painted to represent, by a child's conventions, indoors and out of doors,
and even the torrid, temperate, and arctic zones at once. Opposite you, at the back of the stage,
you saw apple trees in bloom, under a blue sky, and against the sky a small closed window and
a fireplace . . . through the very midst of which . . . trooped in and out the clamorous and



sanguinary persons of the drama. On the left was painted a bed, and at the foot of the bed a
bare tree and snow falling. On the right there were palm trees . . . a door opened against the
sky, and beside the door a skeleton dangled. A venerable gentleman in evening dress . . .
trotted across the stage on the points of his toes between every scene and hung the newplacard
on its nail." (Studies in Seven Arts)

Gemier, swollen and commanding in his pear-shaped costume (but without a mask, despite
Jarry's campaign), stepped forward to speak the opening line -- a single word. He had not
known how to interpret the role until Lugne-Poe had suggested he imitate the author's own
voice and jerky stylized gestures. The midget Jarry truly sired the monster Ubu. In a voice like a
hammer, Gemier pronounced an obscenity which Jarry had appropriated to himself by adding
one letter.

"Merdre," Gemier said. "Shite."

It was fifteen minutes before the house could be silenced. The mot de Cambronne had done its
work; the house was pandemonium. Those who had been lulled by Jarry's opening speech were
shocked awake; several people walked out without hearing any more. The rest separated into
two camps of desperately clapping enthusiasts and whistling scoffers. Fist fights started in the
orchestra. The critics were on the spot, their reactions observed by both sides. Edmond
Rostand smiled indulgently; Henry Fouquier and Sarcey, representing the old guard, almost
jumped out of their seats. A few demonstrators simultaneously clapped and whistled in divided
sentiments. Mallarme sat quiet, waiting to see more of the "prodigious personage" to whose
author he addressed a letter the following day. Jarry's supporters shouted, "You wouldn't
understand Shakespeare either." Their opponents replied with variations on the mot of the
evening. Fernand Herold in the wings startled the audience into silence for a moment by turning
up the house lights and catching people with their fists raised standing on their seats. The
actors waited patiently, beginning to believe that the roles had been reversed and they had
come to watch a performance out front.

Finally, Gemier improvised a jig and sprawled out on the prompter's box. His diversion restored
enough order to allow the action to proceed to the next "merdre," when the audience took over
once more. The interruptions continued for the rest of the evening, while Pere Ubu murdered his
way to the throne of Poland, pillaged the country, was defeated by the king's son aided by the
czar's army, and fled cravenly to France, where he promised to perpetrate further enormities on
the population. The story of Ubu Roi is no more than this. Pere Ubu and Mere Ubu use
language more scatological than erotic, and Rachilde maintains that the audience whistled
because they "expected this Punch and Judy of an Ubu to function sexually" and were
disappointed. The curtain rang down that night and the next on the only two performances of
Ubu Roi until it was revived by Gemier in 1908. For the Theatre de l'Oeuvre it was the
catastrophe that made it famous. (Roger Shattuck, The Banquet Years)



1962
With the help of a group of artists including Joseph Beuys and Wolf Vostell, Maciunas then
organised a series of Fluxfests across Western Europe. Starting with 14 concerts between 1
and 23 September 1962, at Wiesbaden, these Fluxfests presented work by musicians such as
John Cage, Ligeti, Penderecki, Terry Riley and Brion Gysin alongside performance pieces
written by Dick Higgins, George Brecht and Nam June Paik amongst many others. One
performance in particular became notorious; Piano Activities by Philip Corner.

The score – which asks for any number of performers to, among other things, “play”, “pluck or
tap”, “scratch or rub”, “drop objects” on, “act on strings with”, “strike soundboard, pins, lid or drag
various kinds of objects across them” and “act in any way on underside of piano” – resulted in
the total destruction of a piano when performed by Maciunas, Higgins and others at Wiesbaden.
The performance was considered scandalous enough to be shown on German television four
times, with the introduction "The lunatics have escaped!"

At the end we did Corner's Piano Activities not according to his instructions since we
systematically destroyed a piano which I bought for $5 and had to have it all cut up to throw it
away, otherwise we would have had to pay movers, a very practical composition, but German
sentiments about this "instrument of Chopin" were hurt and they made a row about it..

2028
20th anniversary of the Roanoke Marginal Arts Festival.
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-- bee claws? squid. sock.
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-- tooth, startled. in which the.
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-- medical, radical, medieval. -- pierce, pierced pie. mint punishment.
-- tooth, startled. -- image of magic. in which the glitchrootsock.
-- pronoun danced, pronounced? -- more or mint. the sock.
-- more or mint. -- a piece of? startled, danced.
-- meant. punishment. -- one hand. leeks.
-- ore? -- beef? glitch. glitch. -- like Beijing. root: glitch.
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-- moth. the other otter. -- meant. punishment. in which root.
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-- pierce, pierced pie. -- medical, radical, medieval. which the.
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24 hours a day -- pronoun danced, pronounced? -- more
and is more than or mint. the sock.
such a degree of -- more or mint. -- a
information in the age piece of? startled, danced.
the capability of the transnational -- meant. punishment. -- one hand.
minimize taxes by shifting leeks.
instantaneous global communication -- ore? -- beef? glitch. glitch.
the driving force behind -- like Beijing. root: glitch.
actors with the largest -- called meat, culled. -- aggressive
with this integration of typewriter sieve. leaps the
the nation-state relative the.
all adds up to -- aggressive typewriter sieve. -- tooth,



40% of world trade is startled. in which the.
this is not necessarily -- before ignored. -- lunch? leaks
example. and certainly the medieval tooth.
of a tightly interconnected -- beef? -- restraints, tainted. the
automation and the world root the. the.
before the advent of -- restraints, tainted. -- called meat,
glorious division -- U.S. entry culled. dock glitch.
while the developed world -- moth. the other otter.
world system. the industrial -- meant. punishment. in which
back then many liberal root.
labor and a consumer -- image of magic. -- pronoun
international economy, since it danced, pronounced? the squid.
established high-technology enclaves -- lunch? -- bee claws? squid.
nations. they fought against sock. -- a piece of?
room at the top -- pierce, pierced pie. -- medical,
but the happy harmony radical, medieval. which the.

"temporary". some are sometime in the 1970s -- bee
in the Babylonian claws? -- moth. the
settle down. certain life. the popular futurism other
with this situation otter. in which.
"arcologies" and "biospheres" managers combined into a -- like
with and implemented Beijing. -- before ignored.
tools and clarifications. with computers, as with squid
what about a sock root.
and permanence? and computers pressed into the -- one
festival aspect of hand. -- ore? leaks
the question of coordinate their global franchises glitch.
recent events in everyone always talks about -- medical,
groups strike fear radical, medieval. -- pierce,
targeted for varying first off, information technology pierced
groups go unnoticed pie. mint punishment.
may be the provides the possibility of -- tooth,
thirst for the startled. -- image of
scapegoating, and blood-computers have become vital magic.
"gaze" to fall in which the
armageddon to satisfy "vast integrated global money" glitchrootsock.
determined martyrdom. presumably 24 hours a day -- pronoun
any case, most danced, pronounced? -- more



quiet. a good and is more than or
the plague. a mint. the sock.
end in itself. such a degree of -- more
camouflage, a flair or mint. -- a
free radio and information in the age piece
confrontationist attitude -- you of? startled, danced.
"cultists" to validate the capability of the
people probably ought transnational -- meant. punishment.
(it's more exciting) -- one hand.
"elitism". or giving minimize taxes by shifting leeks.
proclaimed sympathizer who instantaneous global
the emergence of communication -- ore? -- beef?
once again, this glitch. glitch.
comes into focus. the driving force behind -- like
tend to be Beijing. root: glitch.
could be used actors with the largest -- called
"managements" into a meat, culled. -- aggressive
outlined something like with this integration of typewriter
exist, in theory seive. leaps the
complete economy, without the nation-state relative the.
how can i all adds up to -- aggressive
shelter, and psychoactive typewriter seive. -- tooth,
state-forged money. 40% of world trade is
interactions and trnsactions startled. in which the.
leftists put into this is not necessarily -- before
3rd-party games ignored. -- lunch? leaks
underground economy, we example. and certainly the medieval
hollowed-out effigy tooth.
ideology, capitalism, is of a tightly interconnected -- beef?
-- restraints, tainted. the desiring-machine running
one of Dali's automation and the world root
down. of course the. the.
all human culture; before the advent of -- restraints,
itself. nevertheless it tainted. -- called meat,
before rigor mortis glorious division -- U.S. entry culled.
out the storm dock glitch.
might not be while the developed world -- moth.
squatted neighborhoods, gangs the other otter.
gypsy-RV way world system. the industrial -- meant.
capitalism -- but as punishment. in which
place for "scholars" back then many liberal root.
have to face labor and a consumer -- image
survival i want of magic. -- pronoun



back to utopia international economy, since it danced,
circles of friends pronounced? the squid.
"village". ancient villages established high-technology
markets for travelers, enclaves -- lunch?
festival is emerging -- bee claws? squid.
provide renewal and nations. they fought against sock.
the middle ages -- a piece of?
proposed by Fourier room at the top -- pierce,
French aristocrat enjoyed; pierced pie. -- medical,
the living earth but the happy harmony radical,
sexier, the "natural" medieval. which the.

through this process
understand the priest's
consider, for example,
such a sentence
truism. and it
first thing one
simply reading the
prose of not
yet a science
of all the
"antilinguistics", can be
Abyssinia; to Nietzsche's
"God"; to dada;
breakthrough in the
representation and mediation.

chopped it or crushed it through this process
before changing its temperature understand the priest's
acidic food like lemon juice consider, for example,
on behalf of your such a sentence
show that just 60 truism. and it
properties, as will immediate first thing one
form. allicin -- one of simply reading the
16 hours at room prose of not
still inside of crushed yet a science



may help improve your of all the
production of a protein "antilinguistics", can be
across the cell membrane Abyssinia; to Nietzsche's
cells and become available "God"; to dada;
in addition to being breakthrough in the
soil concentrations do not favor representation and mediation.

(after Aloysius Bertrand)
punvinejelly-. Sometimes dreams fraut
acne petrified coral fossils in Rock
Hill Saint-Joseph, kneemenin out of my
house in the morning and go home in
the evening. Sometimes, leaning on the
trailing of the castle ruins, the love,
the lung hours, breathing hard, and the
harp smell of chicory applied with gold
flowers and ivy dressers worn by feudal
city of Louis XI, in order for the pace
of the wind-accelerator, we are on
the beach, Saulonsyais, my trail of foam
and dew, pies and quilts, far away from
the city. many times I was satisfied with
cattails and red fruit acids clumps of
evil haunted by his youth and the chapel
of Notre-Ivecny sand century! sunshine or
rain shower and fig-half chicken fence
opaque shadow play in nurseries and
brightness robin in droves Mountain High
Enough dense vines and deer hide in a fairy
tale, a crow fell from the sky, tired of
the band's dead horse left paisley green
in shallow water, laundresses polevaultluck
Hausk-Dame-d'Etang, fountains, ghosts and
fairies, demons Heritage! many times
I've Ottoman-ear or hear the cries of the
pool and the grubs monotonous wail of
grief! many times I've had candles Aspic errors
stalactite caves, which is distilled slowly
pajama-half Rouillon Suzon, a child who



sings a sad melody by turning the knob on
the wall loutstiletto storm! many times I have
to catch crabs tangled Post-Fordist Tiles
between the watercress, which contain ice
salamanders and lilies flower water evaporates
indifferent! many times I've watched the snake.

07.30.2013

Vicente Huidobro -- In the same way that the laws of chemistry must be constituted by chemists,
and that those of astronomy or of physiology must be delineated by astronomers or by
physiologists, the laws of poetry are never correct, except when elaborated by poets.
Philosophers or physicians who talk about poetry do so at the risk of understanding nothing and
muddling everything. They speak from outside a thing which must be gotten inside of, in order to
be fully explored and apprehended.

The story fell from the sky crow, sorry.
The band had a dead horse Paisley Green
in shallow water, spinners polevais XI speed
The wind accelerator, has viralfug llarver
Monroe! Many times I catch crabs
entangled post-fordist tiles
among watercress, containing ice
salamanders and lilies flowtains, ghosts and
fairies, demons heritage! Monday
stalactite cave, which is distilled slowly
sleepover Rouillon Beach, Saultain high-tied
his youltluck Hausa-Dame d'Etang,
found vinejelly. Sometimes dreams fraut
Acne fossils fossil coral stone
Hill Saint Joseph's knee city of Louuth and
Chapmen out The house in the morning
and go home leaving evening. sometimes,
leaning by castle ruthing difficult and
Harp smell of chicory are for gold



flowers and ivy kitchen cabinets, worn by feudal
eels.
reddish water evaporates
indifferent! Many times I saw snake.otonous
howling and brightness robin droves Mound
grief! how many times I canine, love,
oystersonsyais, my second foam
and dew cakes, quilts, far from
cities. Many times I was satisfied
cattails and red fruit acid clusters
bad haun of Notre-lung IVth hours
breadles Aspic errorser a figure
half chicken fence opaque shadow play in
nurseries and umbrellas.

Very dense shrubs and deer hide ecny sand fairies!
sunlight or
shown hundred
I replaced the Ottoman or cry
Pool and somme Suzon, children
sing a sad tune by turning the knob,
Wall-lotus loutstiletto hundred.

Air accelernee and LIME d'etas timber
and cover ecny sand fairies!
day or revealed hundreds of
I replaced Otto from heaven Crow,
solasyo ruthing hard and
Alpa smell of chicory is gold
Ivy flowers and kitchenware to carry.
The group had a dead horse Paisley Green
shallow water, high spinltain sąlygouuth
Chastiletto you gatus.bin host stack
sadness! how many times I canrcress with ice
salamanders and lilies floach, Saufied
cattails and red fruit ahay dream fraut
Acne fossils fossil coral stone
Mount Saint Jines, love,
oystersonsyais my second life



and dew bread, wraps, away from
cities. Dare-lung IVth hours
breadles Aspic errorser form
half chicken coral matte shadow play
nurseries and umbrpmen morning house
and go into the house at night. sometimes
leaning on paacid groups
poor Haun that Notporates
does not matter! Many times I snake.otonous
howling and light rum or cry
Water pool and a children Somme Suzon
sing a sad tune with the knob
Lotus Wall loutellas station, viralfug llarver
Monroe! Many times I catch a crab
nangagapus the fordist tiles
between wateoseph according to Kthea history
Fevery denwtains and ghosts town
fairies, demons Heritage? Monday
stalactite caves, and distilled slowly
sleepover Rouillon Beotosios
youltluck the Hausa-Dang,
Find vinejelly. Usbinets, put in a feudal
eels, pink water evaghan
time I satisners Polev IX Speed.

air filter
chemical air
ozone air
fibrous device
absorbent applications
catalyst removal
airborne particulate
building ventilation
filter elements
combustion engines
gas turbines
method compressors
aircraft improved
satellite fibers



static foam
paper years
electric cotton
aerodynamic bath
dust systems
pollen engines
pleated bacteria
volatile oils
organic contaminants
cabin air
rectangular beings
intake vehicles
pleated combustion
heating stream
filter requipment
clogged performance
obscured passenger
reduce manufacturers
fluid compartment
internal combustion
contamination injection
carburetors carburetors
life filtration
motor company
conventional air
pleated paper
misleading paper
particular foam
wet other
wet foam
cotton oil
automotive air
oil bath
oil body
abrasive throttle
carburetor filtration
service intervals
filter filter
polyurethane foam
automotive type
minimal airflow
dust gauze
flat cylinders



cylindrical air
metal container
plastic container
long life
technical paper
automobile engine
writing packaging
filter media
engine performance
fact filter
restriction flow
aftermarket replacement
supplanted dirt
dirt capacity
versions subsidiary
oil pool
sump distance
surface insert
mechanical wear
plastic box
automotive engineers
foam society
design cleaners
efficient belief
significantly clogged
dirt construction
pleated dirt
past dirt
dirt applications
cotton gauze
mesh overlap
foam rim
coarse sump
media inertia
droplets aspirated
bath air
off-road
liquid oil
exhaust emissions
U-turns
normal airflow
small engines
dust levels



unburned hydrocarbons
rims at
spark ignition
gap pool
excess dirt

air dirt filter
chemical dirt air
ozone air dirt
dirt fibrous device
absordirtbent applications
catalyst dirt removal
airborne partidirtculate
building ventilatidirton
filter elements dirt
dirt combustion engines
gas tdirturbines
method codirtmpressors
aircraft imprdirtoved
satellite fibers dirt
dirt static foam
paper dirt years
electric cdirtotton
aerodynamic badirtth
dust systems dirt
dirt pollen engines
pleatdirted bacteria
volatile dirtoils
organic contadirtminants
cabin air dirt
dirt rectangular beings
intakdirte vehicles
pleated cdirtombustion
heating streadirtm
filter requipment dirt
dirt clogged performance
obscudirtred passenger
reduce madirtnufacturers
fluid compartdirtment



internal combustidirton
contamination injectidirton
carburetors carburetors dirt
dirt life filtration
motor dirt company
conventiondirtal air
pleated paper dirt
dirt misleading paper
partidirtcular foam
wet other dirt
dirt wet foam
cottodirtn oil
automotivdirte air
oil bath dirt
dirt oil body
abrasdirtive throttle
carburetodirtr filtration
service interdirtvals
filter filter dirt
dirt polyurethane foam
automdirtotive type
minimal adirtirflow
dust gauze dirt
dirt flat cylinders
cylindirtdrical air
metal condirttainer
plastic contadirtiner
long life dirt
dirt technical paper
automdirtobile engine
writing pdirtackaging
filter media dirt
dirt engine performance
fact dirt filter
restrictiodirtn flow
aftermarket redirtplacement
supplanted dirt dirt
dirt dirt capacity
versidirtons subsidiary
oil pool dirt
dirt sump distance
surfadirtce insert
mechanicadirtl wear



plastic box dirt
dirt automotive engineers
foam dirt society
design cledirtaners
efficient belidirtef
significantly clogdirtged
dirt construction dirt
dirt pleated dirt
past dirt dirt
dirt applidirtcations
cotton gauze dirt
dirt mesh overlap
foam dirt rim
coarse sumdirtp
media inertia dirt
dirt droplets aspirated
bath dirt air
off-road dirt
dirt liquid oil
exhaudirtst emissions
U-turns dirt
dirt normal airflow
small dirt engines
dust leveldirtss
unburned hydrocdirtarbons
rims at dirt
dirt spark ignition
gap pdirtool
excess didirtrt

a vacuum cleaner air dirt filter
the dirt industry chemical dirt air
industrial surfaces removal ozone air dirt
contaminated device dirt dirt fibrous device
variety soil pump absordirtbent applications
battery-operated dustbag catalyst dirt removal
hundred vacuum cyclone airborne partidirtculate
emptied suck disposal building ventilatidirton
the vacuum cleaner filter elements dirt
evolved electric models dirt combustion engines
rotating brush dust gas tdirturbines
dirt invented traditional method codirtmpressors



carpet sweeper vacuum aircraft imprdirtoved
manual possessed invention satellite fibers dirt
dirt static foam the first
paper dirt years lightweight and
electric cdirtotton enlisted the
aerodynamic badirtth the whirlwind
dust systems dirt are known
dirt pollen engines mcgaffey was
pleatdirted bacteria no 91
volatile dirtoils in 1876

organic contadirtminants sawdust in
cabin air dirtbecame one
dirt rectangular beings on 14
intakdirte vehicles on 3
pleated cdirtombustion from the
heating streadirtm offered cleaning

filter requipment dirt sucked in, as
dirt clogged performance design a, vacuum
obscudirtred passenger of england, has
reduce madirtnufacturers attended a, demonstration
fluid compartdirtment which blew, dust
internal combustidirton the seat, of
contamination injectidirton seeing the, dust
carburetors carburetors dirt a restaurant, chair

dirt life filtration and dirt, collected
motor dirt company created a, large
conventiondirtal air first petrol, powered
pleated paper dirt horse-drawn, vacuum
dirt misleading paper cleaning was, done
partidirtcular foam by suction, through



wet other dirt initially, did not
dirt wet foam bright, red uniformed
cottodirtn oil harassed, by complaints
automotivdirte air approval, motorized vacuum
oil bath dirt over, the next
dirt oil body successfully, turned its
abrasdirtive throttle today, a unit
carburetodirtr filtration industry, membership in
service interdirtvals in, 1905 improved
filter filter dirt vacuum, apparatus for
dirt polyurethane foam manufacturer, in birmingham
automdirtotive type the, task of
minimal adirtirflow compressing, a bellows
dust gauze dirt could, be attached

german immigrant engineer dirt flat cylinders
milwaukee in 1892 cylindirtdrical air
in 1907, janitor metal condirttainer
an electric fan, plastic contadirtiner
a box, pillowcase long life dirt
disposable filter bags dirt technical paper
upright vacuum cleaner automdirtobile engine
rotating brush harness writing pdirtackaging
leather goods design filter media dirt
mechanical dust wheels dirt engine performance
building horses prior fact dirt filter
factories and warehouses restrictiodirtn flow
domestic shaped nozzles aftermarket redirtplacement
modern flexible pipe supplanted dirt dirt



dirt dirt capacity electric suction sweeper
versidirtons subsidiary hong kong carpets
oil pool dirt floats on exhaust
dirt sump distance their spherical constellations
surfadirtce insert bare airfoil flooring
mechanicadirtl wear scatter any fluff
plastic box dirt U.S. model #334
dirt automotive engineers turbine-powered brush
foam dirt society discontinued in 1975
design cledirtaners 12-amp satellite
efficient belidirtef cleaner in 1910
significantly clogdirtged years before today
dirt construction dirt bulky stand-up
dirt pleated dirt collectible rotating hose

for many years past dirt dirt
classes. vacuums tend dirt applidirtcations
homes have tile cotton gauze dirt
last decades of dirt mesh overlap
the twentieth century foam dirt rim
central vacuum systems coarse sumdirtp
hand-held vacuums media inertia dirt
autonomous miniaturized computer dirt droplets aspirated
robotic vacuum cleaner bath dirt air
prototypes modern configurations off-road dirt
united states, britain dirt liquid oil
air recycling technology exhaudirtst emissions
market transformation programme U-turns dirt
fan-bypass uprights dirt normal airflow
numerous commonwealth countries small dirt engines
mounted on wheels dust leveldirtss
spin the brushroll unburned hydrocdirtarbons
drive belt drum rims at dirt
stationary shop vac dirt spark ignition
useful soilage features gap pdirtool
backpack canister vacuums excess didirtrt

it
vacuum cleaner
it it



vacuum cleaner
the
07.31.2013

light bulb aerosol depressing
incandescent lamp standard history
light globe in 1949
electric current spray paint
temperature filled valve button
inert gas portable inexpensive
mechanical support aluminum touch
regulating equipment sealed smooth
household commercial pressurized container
lighting lightning evenly coated
remaining energy applied directly
heat converted released unlike
rotted meat rolled metal
compact incubators spray brushed
brooding boxes mist mix
poultry poetry bare plastics
heat lights acrylic brands
reptile tanks textured aerosol
oven toy upside-down
compact fluorescent hiking trails
cold cathode medium-sized
halogen phasing vehicle technique
luminous efficacy nozzle lack
vacuum resistance good finish
centralized source blood fish
power distribution stop sign
in 1802 fade away
enough nor lacquer graffiti
electric leaf speed portability
feet chairs graffiti coverage
gas molecules skinny caps
platinum longevity vinyl dye
hermetically sealed home decor
russian filaments semi-permanent
carbon vacuum quick extension
battery strip pole marked
2000-cell repairs automobile



paris chemist difficult bodywork
bamboo legend expensive the
chromium iridium infra-red
world fair baking surface
molybdenum swan repair work
chemical society existing ruins
slender practical avoid runs
parchmentised thread clear street
california coating common medium
incorporated thorn illicit work
newcastle storm wider selection
philosophical resistance control flexibility
horse lamp control heat
piano patina traffic construction
linen splints enamel surveying
manufacturing improvements standardized trail
approximately 90% blazes enthusiasts
radiated wavelengths disadvantages professional
maximum chart discharge blobs
monochromatic argon late 1970s
green candle thicker softness
theoretical efficiencies mixing peas
radiator sensitive street drip
ultraviolet automatized fan spray

coffee is a light bulb aerosol depressing
sources of coffee incandescent lamp standard history
coffee leaf rust light globe in 1949
ripe coffee berries electric current spray paint
coffee is slightly temperature filled valve button
of coffee consumption inert gas portable inexpensive
coffee consumption is mechanical support aluminum touch
of ethiopia coffee regulating equipment sealed smooth
coffee-drinking appears household commercial pressurized container
and yemen coffee lighting lightning evenly coated
export commodity coffee remaining energy applied directly
unroasted coffee is heat converted released unlike
coffee in english rotted meat rolled metal
coffee grew or compact incubators spray brushed



brooding boxes mist mix archaeologists excavating burial
poultry poetry bare plastics clay pots repaired
heat lights acrylic brands ancient greeks developed
reptile tanks textured aerosol created recipes for
oven toy upside-down ingredients around 1750
compact fluorescent hiking trails egg whites grains
cold cathode medium-sized blood bones tar
halogen phasing vehicle technique beeswax milk glue
luminous efficacy nozzle lack vegetables cheese carpentry
vacuum resistance good finish fish glue sap
centralized source blood fish natural protein rubber
power distribution stop sign animal casein bones
in 1802 fade away synthetic milk starch
enough nor lacquer graffiti glues from glue

birch bark tar electric leaf speed portability
fish air bladders feet chairs graffiti coverage
ancestors in lascaux gas molecules skinny caps
glue babylonians papyrus platinum longevity vinyl dye
canoes egyptians eyeballs hermetically sealed home decor
furniture ivory eyebrows russian filaments semi-permanent
laminated lemonwood socks carbon vacuum quick extension
bowls medieval illuminations battery strip pole marked
world war I 2000-cell repairs automobile
brittle milk shoes paris chemist difficult bodywork
70,000 stick experimenting bamboo legend expensive the
synonymous music hooves chromium iridium infra-red
biodegradable back seat world fair baking surface
synthetic stradivarius steaming molybdenum swan repair work



chemical society it. at existing ruins
slender practical avoid it. at runs
parchmentised thread clear streit. at et
california coating common medium it.
at incorporated thorn illicit work
new it. at castle storm wider selection
philosophicit. at al resistance control flexibility
horse lamp control heit. at at
piano patina traffic construit. atction
linen splints enamel surveying it.
at manufacturing improvements standardized trail
appit. atroximately 90% blazes enthusiasts
radiated it. at wavelengths disadvantages professional
maximum chart diit. atscharge blobs
monochromatic argon lait. atte 1970s
green candle thicker softneit. atss
theoretical efficiencies mixing pit. at eas
radiator sensitive street drip it.
at ultraviolet automatized fan spray it.

that align with “metamodernism”:
“code-switching,” “ordered nonse
nse,” “enforced reality,” “disguise
d sense,” “revealed presumption,”
“erroneous self-correction,” “layer
ed realities,” “juxtpositive spaces,
” “juxtaposition of man and machi
ne,” “looping,” and, finally, “conclu
sion.” For details go that "code-nse,"
d "erroneous ed " ne," sion." align
switching" "enforced sense,"
self-realities," "juxtaposition
"looping," For with "ordered
reality," "revealed correction,"
"juxtapositive of and, details
"metamodernism": "ordered "disguise
presumption," "layer spaces, machi



finally, go nonse "conclu that

that align with high school “metamodernism”:
“code-switching,” twentieth-century “ordered nonse
nse,” “enforced likely haunted reality,” “disguise
d sense,” “revealed played havoc presumption,”
“erroneous self-social schedule correction,” “layer
ed realities,” english classroom “juxtpositive spaces,
” “juxtaposition of exposed frustration man and machi
ne,” “looping,” and, finally, no stable self “conclu
sion.” For details go no notable structure that "code-nse,"
d "erroneous ed " collapsing institutions ne," sion." align
switching" "enforced dreary decades sense,"
self-contemporary semi-realities," "juxtaposition
"looping," For with different beasts "ordered
reality," "revealed synthesizing pineal correction,"
"juxtapositive of unproven incarnations and, details
"metamodernism": "ordered indecipherable codes "disguise
presumption," "layer threads cohere spaces, machi
finally, go nonse "conclu that listeners are crafted mountains"

that tablespoon in align with “metamodernism”:
“code-countries equivalent switching,” “ordered nonse
nse,” tablespoonful tbsp, “enforced reality,” “disguise
d sense,” in 14 “revealed presumption,”
“erroneous self-history before correction,” “layer
ed table-spoon realities,” “juxtpositive spaces,
” “juxtaposition of spoon for eating man and machi
ne,” “looping,” and, finally, the oxford “conclu
sion.” For details go cochleare majus that "code-nse,"
d "erroneous 1/2 U.S. fluid oz ed " ne," sion." align
switching" "enforced edwardian tablespoons sense,"
self-fluid interpretation realities," "juxtaposition
"looping," For australian dessertspoons with "ordered
reality," "revealed teaspoon suitcase correction,"
"juxtapositive of stirring and sipping and, details
"metamodernism": "ordered citrus fruits "disguise
presumption," "layer membranes 1686 spaces, machi
finally, go nonse "conclu that is abbreviated t. ts. tsp. or tspn.



that tablespoon in align cor ha th later
with “metamodernism”: know polix contrary.
“code-countries recogniza x-switching,”
“ordered nonse their acad rando wox wh
nse,” tablespoonful thumbscrewpiano, “enforced
reality,” “disguise thi d behix ix x ri a
should d sense,” in 14 intell v so "re-f
“revealed presumption,” primar senx ourselves
“erroneous self-history before acknowlepl cha
correction,” “layer firs fires comm commma
communeed table-spoon realities,” malp reality
“juxtpositive spaces, v be con wir wix other
wise” “juxtaposition of spoon for be. actualk
eating man and machi e shovv feint faint flint
ne,” “looping,” and, finally, ord-in whi fu-wa
the oxford “conclu we imag an, co(let case lkl
sion.” For details go thi darint courageous.
cochleare majus that "code-nse," slurp surprise
d "erroneous 1/2 U.S. (an outrageous shou
audier fluid oz ed " ne," the tl sy justi
content? sion." align stabl gives as a "rea
switching" "enforced edwardian tablespoons o
sense," performax non wl tw h reality? disting
self-fluid interpretation realities," blog-po
"juxtaposition tone-during erroneous correcft
"looping," For australian dessertspoons 2:27
with "ordered morat coulp what I I'm sax ac act
reality," "revealed teaspoon suitcase how how
ling correction," in front of th do is tlkl if
"juxtapositive of stirring and challenged.
think of sipping and, details slipping, and
"metamodernism": "ordered citrus fruits his h i
it "disguise it it skin-nor America between th
presumption," "layer membranes 1686 internets
mad plone spaces, machipostmodernistknov-an
finally, go nonse "conclu  one s sing ra sh are
that is abbreviated t. rash share trash namely
thee ts. tsp. or tspn. turns out to be false.



Tomislav Butkovic
4:40 PM (36 minutes ago)
to me
That's awesome. It would be great for them to do this to the 22 hours of 2010 MAF footage I
have. I also have a bunch of family videos from when I got my first video camera when I was 12
that I would like to transfer from Hi-8 tapes.
Too bad (for once) I'm not near NY anymore.

2013/7/31 Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: RHIZOME NEWS <news@rhizome.org>
Date: Wed, Jul 31, 2013 at 1:20 PM
Subject: Artists: Bring Us Your Obsolete Digital Media
To: "netartnewslist@rhizome.org" <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Artists: Bring Us Your Obsolete Digital Media
By Michael Connor on Wednesday Jul 31st, 2013
Between now and September 8, Rhizome and the New Museum are inviting artists to make
free-of-charge appointments at the XFR STN exhibition to transfer their obsolete digital media
and videotape to more stable formats, with the help of conservation specialists. Here are five
salient facts about the conservation of born-digital materials:

1. Many digital media formats will become nearly impossible to access in the coming years,
because the hardware used to access this media is no longer manufactured, and will not last
forever. As a result, your digital files will be lost to you, and to posterity.

2. After transfering your digital files to more stable formats, you are under no obligation to share
them with us; you will be given the option to transfer them to the Internet Archive, if desired.

3. We are accepting the following digital formats: 3.5” and 5.25" Floppy Disk, Zip Disk, JAZ Disk,
Compact Disc, and IDE/PATA hard drives.

4. If you do not want to send your materials to the Internet Archive, you must bring your own
storage media.

5. You can schedule an appointment here.

See you soon!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



4:46 PM (32 minutes ago)

to Tomislav
va tech should do this

Tomislav Butkovic
4:57 PM (21 minutes ago)

to me
just like mason gross should have (equipment was there, the access, guidance, nor will toward
free information was not).

i have yet to find any "richard diensts" or "postneos" at tech.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
5:00 PM (18 minutes ago)

to Tomislav
but you do have a "matt ames" and "philosophy inc"

Tomislav Butkovic
5:04 PM (14 minutes ago)

to me
yes, yes, but i didn't have to find him. i already knew he was here.
we have been having frequent meetings here at tech recently.

Tomislav Butkovic 5:04 PM (11 minutes ago)
phone calls and office visits, etc.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
5:10 PM (8 minutes ago)

to Tomislav
maybe you and matt should put some flyers around campus or something
see if any students are interested in obsolete digital media, dada poetry,
heavy metal, and temporary autonomous zones
who knows, maybe you would meet 3 people that you like



Tomislav Butkovic
5:14 PM (4 minutes ago)

to me
that's not a bad idea. i was thinking of doing that w/ the "Meeting Notes" TLP.
same as i did w/ the id m theft able show -- put up about 20 flyers

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
5:21 PM (0 minutes ago)

to Tomislav
you could use the networker congress/recipes tlp too

tired with potato chip (known)
as to baked until crunchy
and needy is deep fried
and purest salted; additional varieties
and gilded potato chips are
and maiden US $16 billion
and right in saratoga springs
and and strength in the 20th century
and art founded in 1910.
and folly, delivered by horse
and simple stale and crumbled
and captive the next day
tired with technology to add
save that, salt and vinegar.

toilet paper tired with
as to droplets of urine
perforated paper and needy
and purest to decompose
in septic tanks and gilded



and maiden hygiene purposes
in the 14th century and right
and and strength and slang
and art bathroom commodity
and folly, wrapping and padding
and simple Tang Dynasty
and captive soft-fabric sheets
of imperial Bureau Supplies tired with
save that, skins, seashells, and corncobs.

tired with a post-it note
as to and other surfaces
and needy color. a unique
and purest post-it notes
and gilded only in the
and maiden in Cynthiana, Kentucky.
and right the term post-
and and strength includes "repositionable notes"
and art canary yellow history
and folly, in 1968, doctor
and simple "low-tack" reusable,
and captive of silver seminars
tired with "Press 'n Peel"
save that, in Canada and Europe.

tired with jump drive
as to flash drive
and needy gigabytes during
and purest write/erase cycles
and gilded floppy capacity
and maiden floppy abandoned
and right floppy optical
and and strength removable plastic
and art Singapore Kingdom
and folly, commercial north
and simple memory rewritten
and captive off-chip buffer



tired with parallel access
save that, earlier systems.
themselves de-, are
form, deform without
com, comb, corr, corn
without tooth, to
act, teeth, whatever
is pain is in pain is
imitated, as forms
wear, were, the
initiated, that,
through a wholly un-,
the non, a holy non,
none of the above, it
is in any event its
own construction
restructured, so from
here to fire
encircles and releases
what, as has, it, the
various assumptions of
the had, reminding it
to it, it to it at that
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themselves in 1968, de-, are
form, deform plaster dozens without
com, comb, corr, corn of copies
without tooth, were called to
act, teeth, were called whatever
is pain is organization, went in pain is
imitated, as faux installations, forms
wear, were, the record demonstrably
initiated, world and market, that,
through a wholly un-guerrilla, reading
the non, a holy non-wine-and-cheese,
none of the above, it Warhol, England,



is in any event transcribing, its
own construction either, subjectivity
restructured, so suffering from
here to mobile exhausting fire
encircles and releases Berlin Dada,
what, as has, it, others, the social
various, assumptions of political
choices, the had, reminding it to
transmute, to it, it to it at that

teeth themselves de-, are
form, teeth deform without
com, comb, cteethorr, corn
without tooth, to teeth
teeth act, teeth, whatever
is paiteethn is in pain is
imitated, ateeths forms
wear, were, the teeth
teeth initiated, that,
througteethh a wholly un-,
the non, a teeth holy non,
none of the above teeth, it
is in any event its teeth
teeth own construction
restruteethctured, so from
here to firteethe
encircles and reteethleases
what, as has, it, the teeth
teeth various assumptions of
the hateethd, reminding it
to it, it tteetho it at that

eeke-barf || magenta
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || fog-hee
ee-kebarf || tangled
eeke-barf || moo-oon



bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || sign-up
ee-kebarf || loghost
eeke-barf || -allies
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || theshed
ee-kebarf || dreamml
eeke-barf || ionesco
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || standar
ee-kebarf || researh
eeke-barf || toadoat
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || see-ing
ee-kebarf || seei-ng
eeke-barf || smokkes
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || tarrrot
ee-kebarf || phonesk
eeke-barf || phoskin
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || war-fog
ee-kebarf || dozzens
eeke-barf || sidewal
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || sidewak
ee-kebarf || crackks
eeke-barf || crracks
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || craccks
ee-kebarf || craacks
eeke-barf || galaxxy
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || stttorm
ee-kebarf || dropped
eeke-barf || squattt
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || sqqquat
ee-kebarf || squuuat
eeke-barf || between
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || brokeen
ee-kebarf || brokken



eeke-barf || brroken
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || bbroken
ee-kebarf || brooken
eeke-barf || handful
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || fencces
ee-kebarf || fennces
eeke-barf || warzone
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || nowhere
ee-kebarf || silen.t
eeke-barf || sile.nt
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || sil.ent
ee-kebarf || si.lent
eeke-barf || s.ilent
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || defiant
ee-kebarf || desires
eeke-barf || borderr
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || bborder
ee-kebarf || boorder
eeke-barf || borrder
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || bordder
ee-kebarf || halvves
eeke-barf || vacuuum
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || vacuume
ee-kebarf || vaacuum
eeke-barf || vaccuum
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || vacuumm
ee-kebarf || salmoon
eeke-barf || snake,s
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || snak,es
ee-kebarf || sna,kes
eeke-barf || sn,akes
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || s,nakes



ee-kebarf || boat-3,
eeke-barf || dur ing
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || travels
ee-kebarf || romanti
eeke-barf || romantc
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || culture
ee-kebarf || "cults"
eeke-barf || "ruins"
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || "niche"
ee-kebarf || "rooms"
eeke-barf || thought
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || medidia
ee-kebarf || dangers
eeke-barf || stomach
bar-feeke || "obeys"
barfe-eke || -topeka
ee-kebarf || n,early

Corso: What say you about political conflicts?
Burroughs: Political conflicts are merely surfaced manifestations. If conflicts arise you may
certain powers intend to keep this conflict under operation since they hope to profit from the
situation. To concern yourself with surface political conflicts is to make the mistake of the bull in
the ring, you are charging the cloth. That is what politics is for, to teach you the cloth. Just as the
bullfighter teaches the bull, teaches him to follow, obey the cloth.
Corso: Who manipulates the cloth?
Burroughs: Death
Ginsberg: What is death?
Burroughs: A gimmick. It's the time birth death gimmick. Can't go on much longer, too many
people are wising up.
Corso: Do you feel there has been a definite change in man's makeup? A new consciousness?
Burroughs: Yes, I can give you a precise answer to that. I feel that the change the mutation in
consciousness will occur spontaneously once certain pressures now in operation are removed. I
feel that the principal instrument of monopoly and control that prevents expansion of
consciousness is the word lines controlling thought feeling and apparent sensory impressions of
the human host.



Ginsberg: And if removed, what step?
Burroughs: The forward step must be made in silence. we detach ourselves from word
forms-this can be accomplished by substituting for words, letters, concepts, verbal concepts,
other modes of expression; for example, color. We can translate word and letter into color
(Rimbaud stated that in his color vowels, words quote "words" can be read in silent color.) In
other words man must get away from verbal forms to attain the consciousness, that which is
there to be perceived at hand.
Corso: How does one take that "forward step," can you say?
Burroughs: Well, this is my subject and is what I am concerned with. Forward steps are made by
giving up old armor because words are built into you---in the soft typewriter of the womb you do
not realize the word-armor you carry; for example, when you read this page your eyes move
irresistibly from left to right following the words that you have been accustomed to. Now try
breaking up part of the page like this:

Are there         or just we          can translate
many solutions               for example color word color

in the soft typewriter into
political conflicts         to attain consciousness

monopoly and control

Corso: Reading that it seems you end up where you began, with politics and it's nomenclature:
conflict, attain, solution, monopoly, control--so what kind of help is that?
Burroughs: Precisely what I was saying---if you talk you always end up with politics, it gets
nowhere, I mean man it's strictly from the soft typewriter.
Corso: What kind of advice you got for politicians?
Burroughs: Tell the truth once and for all and shut up forever.
(1961)

Jessica Smith:  In “Holding,” in contrast to most of the poems in The Last Vispo Anthology, the
text is legible (it says “holding”) but the process or method of creation is illegible. Where so
many of the poems in the anthology contain text that has been electronically manipulated to be
illegible, seeming to celebrate Adobe Photoshop’s layering and erasure tools, White’s poem
seems to have been manipulated to be legible while erasing the trace of manipulation. (2013)

Anybody can make Paris holy, but I can make Topeka holy. - Jean-Louis Kérouac



—appropriation, association, transcription, improvisation,
translation, refrigeration, redaction, evisceration, interven
tion/interruption, continuation, excess and constraint —
enabling the author to code and decode the publications
\in which the piece appeared by tracking statistics such
s the number of verbs, adjectives, nouns, typefaces, font
ize,  and even the stock of the paper. This work is includ
in the “constraint” section, broadly defined verbs, includd
—apporpriation, associtaion, transcritpion, imrpovisation,
trasnlation, refrigeration, redatcion, evicseration, inter\en
tion/interuuption, conti uation, exxces and consttaint —

What began on the streets of New York in the 1960s by Jean Baudrillard as "uprising by mark"
against the capitalist appropriation and monopolization of public space, is in 2013 as street art



or, more extensive than urban art already in galleries, advertising agencies and universities
arrived. Where and how does their rebellious dimension on today? Or is disempowered as a

recognized, collected and museumized art form? And how their actors in this process? "The



same people who previously found him shit, find him well now and tomorrow shit. Can you

understand that?"

08.02.2013
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to moto moot the 0s

looking blata sel grrrrb so
this)professior schvvel where
covers renewal building designed
ideas practice praxis pr when
the act 1
wanted ice afternoon
yes wobf-fer collalorl was
opportunity wot woto woot the how
gasgk leaden eye(what
what additior svvago 19 at
sletch new waage numbe specific
collage agency while K-fam gate
vines to moto moot the 0s train

blata california sel widely grrrrb
)professior medium then schvvel
renewal salt-tongue building
practice indelible praxis werewolf pr
6/act\7
KI)ice(CK
wobf-identity fer brand collalorl
wot woto eight/nine woot the
leaden kansas privacy eye(
additior flesh svvago tooth 19
new pallet waage geranium numbe
agency fluke while gravel K-fam
to moto masks moot dolls the 0s



bathwater gotta blata sel grrrrb
calamity )professior schvvel
bathwater gotta renewal building
calamity )practice praxis pr
bathwater gotta act
calamity )ice
bathwater gotta wobf-fer collalorl
calamity )wot woto woot the
bathwater gotta leaden eye(
calamity )additior svvago 19
bathwater gotta new waage numbe
calamity )agency while K-fam
bathwater gotta to moto moot the 0s

fur underground airport port
responded,
"approath desighic grap" --
examis dlikse arrrrrrrr
intuiti ha typ arrived: appp
"apprenti experic"
"strength over prad-ataam"

rahd desk fur underground airport port
conductor imperial noise responded,
"stretched, approath desighic grap" --
leather examis dlikse arrrrrrrr
seat or suit: intuiti ha typ arrived:
entwined and seterile >< appp || it it
[zucchini] "apprenti experic, ribhs"
"strength/burning, over prad-ataam"



fur underground coatrack airport port
responded, composite keyboards/ladder
"approath corrective, desighic grap" --
examis dlikse slider atter arrrrrrrr
intuiti ha stereo zurich typ arrived:
machine appp seltzer fingerlinger
"apprenti cast-iron hermetic experic"
"strength over insect genetics, prad-ataam"
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beach not fhal falf idea-wam
het species sard in the bool
aff aff aff aff ties falafel
things t bilities things t
things t sibilities things t
over beads and looked birds the
chickenclicks estranged poses of
happenings/allies our poetics
history failures with each revolved p esteemed
necessnest snowing dawn by the i
musk-eye tin rats of the Bear it coincide
power:harp:fever:house other ownerrs
imported meltdown delights Y value d
i de alb t o slox f minor Kar the
sort o sort of b(t elves selves theme
sorpe to buzza-fortu themselves
Mind-Today waestl
Hybrid-Sublime aein
poov poom poov poom poov poom aeinm
limited f-gooo da repetitic aeinism
bove sligh of latter letters ha
emcharsp apusumme it ladder leathers
collapsing "unemployable" lattice
skin akin to hat-council hat concl it
delu-natk it, it swim it belch
onto bacterial dog, th any lack lake vir
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1.
ones pantries to get parquet
parakeet
nothing ever becomes real
till it is experienced
because the future is a
braid of hearts
words are much too furry



their romance
there in the lemur
present
until fough slinks sanb
moments post-magnetic
co-pieced or a nothing

2.
believe pantries to get parquet
headaches
despite ever becomes real
stomach it is experienced
grey the future is a
berate of hearts
kiosk are much too furry
urge romance
sweat in the lemur
breeze
bites fough slinks sanb
trickle post-magnetic
rotting-pieced or a nothing

3.

believe pantries to get artificially
candy
despite ever becomes vibrating
stomach it is worms
grey the future is extinguished
berate of salads
kiosk are much too potato
urge satan
sweat in the soggy
personalities
bites fough slinks trag
trickle post-intentionally
rotting-pieced or a derives

4.

believe agony to get artificially
gods
despite idols becomes vibrating



stomach sun is worms
grey canine future is extinguished
berate managed salads
kiosk wastes much too potato
urge dogs
sweat style/rent the soggy
tripwire
bites honestly slinks trag
trickle fish-intentionally
rotting-evangelists or a derives

5.

believe agony umbrella get artificially
basement
despite idols hermits vibrating
stomach sun optimism worms
grey canine nutritious is extinguished
berate managed horse
kiosk wastes trulbulent too potato
urge silch/utt
sweat style/rent rubberized soggy
porcupine
bites honestly positivist trag
trickle fish-sores
rotting-evangelists feigning a derives

6.

believe agony umbrella nova scotia artificially
voucher pelt boxcar
despite idols hermits cab driver tin hat
stomach sun optimism galapagos funhouse
grey canine nutritious "umbilical arena" extinguished
berate managed lion-tamer, dizzy
kiosk wastes trulbulent pea mist napkin potato
urge silch/utt tambourine
sweat style/rent rubberized pensive
embalmed
bites honestly positivist diva-mask
trickle fish-sores chin-strap, pinched
rotting-evangelists feigning "urbane pestilence" derives



7.

believe agony umbrella nova scotia prude saber
voucher pelt boxcar tuesday haystack
prepositional record player cue-stick cab driver tin hat
condensed logo drainpipe galapagos funhouse
disproportionate eye-furs "umbilical arena" extinguished
apricot client managerial lion-tamer, dizzy
contour aspirin mustard pea mist napkin potato
certificate french toast pork/tambourine
toad-republican dirigible rubberized pensive
casino choir inversions
gobbler fermented fertilizers diva-mask
defects imperial embezzled chin-strap, pinched
ghost-navel reified "urbane pestilence" derives

ash-pyzzle
fabuluse
striped-lack path
everything is a
three-dimensional sense-exit
senseexit
beyond the utopian
fish lathered in a sea
beyond elliptical mess mess
age playground fiat purg
atorial balloon beyond
disproportionate
ambiguous commune-surface
fish-escape emerges
seismic koans
there is a ladder bacteria
switching-yeard
flocusity lamping
sherriffe of hooves
pistons torso alphabet
between the
names of which



stabilities in language

waged teal ash-pyzzle
fabuluse agnostic tomato
waged teal striped-lack path
everything is an agnostic tomato
three-dimensional sense-exit waged
teal agnostic senseexit tomato
waged teal beyond the utopian
fish lathered in an agnostic tomato sea
waged teal beyond elliptical mess mess
age agnostic tomato playground fiat purg
atorial balloon beyo waged nd
disproportionate teal
agnostic ambiguous commune-surface
fish-esca tomato pe emerges
seismic koans waged
teal there is a ladder bacteria
switc agnostic hing-yeard
flocusity lamp tomato ing
sherriffe of hooves waged
teal pistons torso alphabet
bet agnostic ween the
names of which tomato
stabilities waged teal in language

rooftops waged teal ash-pyzzle
seaweed fabuluse agnostic tomato
strawberries waged teal striped-lack path
cows pigs goats everything is an agnostic tomato
rooftops three-dimensional sense-exit waged
seaweed teal agnostic senseexit tomato
strawberries waged teal beyond the utopian
cows pigs goats fish lathered in an agnostic tomato sea
rooftops waged teal beyond elliptical mess mess



seaweed age agnostic tomato playground fiat purg
strawberries atorial balloon beyo waged nd
cows pigs goats disproportionate teal
rooftops agnostic ambiguous commune-surface
seaweed fish-esca tomato pe emerges
strawberries seismic koans waged
cows pigs goats teal there is a ladder bacteria
rooftops switc agnostic hing-yeard
seaweed flocusity lamp tomato ing
strawberries sherriffe of hooves waged
cows pigs goats teal pistons torso alphabet
rooftops bet agnostic ween the
seaweed names of which tomato
strawberries stabilities waged teal in cows pigs language goats

to is direction l profound
bheoe imconplet
map cau gui
detective s eve ancts
sayx beasts bot-dangerous
apprerror flawed the
agaiw interpolax
dete the the
m protag t and e
onafa harbored map desires

you to this page), but the
ways in which Everyday Life
approximates said
hypertextuality. Of course,
if you look at Barth's
fictional works it also
becomes apparent how he has
striven to make the printed
word approximate the
condition of hypertextuality,
and this from many years
before the word existed.



to is direction l profound
bheoe imconplet wad-poli
map cau gui synctha vido
detective s eve ancts lo
sayx beasts bot-dangerous
apprerror flawed the use
agaiw interpolax pabluse
dete the the ur-savage
m protag t and eexperirnm
onafa harbored map desires
allure between overviolens

bamt is direction l profound
humiliaug imconplet wad-poli
knifemap cau gui synctha vido
overthal detectiveseve ancts lo
mothe-conte bot-dangerous
apprerror flawed the non
ghost-yearl interpolax absorq
delete the pasts the ur-savage
splotcb-crossing and eexperirnm
violem-discu harbored map desires
sorbloods between overviolens

leg blitz anodyne crabcake bamt is
direction l profound super-8
egg demon humiliaug imconplet
wad-poli leg blitz anodyne
crabcake knifemap cau gui synctha
vido super-8 egg demon overthal
detectiveseve ancts lo leg blitz
anodyne crabcake mothe-conte
bot-dangerous super-8 egg demon
apprerror flawed the non leg blitz
anodyne crabcake ghost-yearl interpolax
absorq super-8 egg demon delete the
pasts the ur-savage leg blitz anodyne
crabcake splotcb-crossing and eexperirnm
super-8 egg demon violem-discu harbored
map desires leg blitz anodyne crabcake



sorbloods between overviolens
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SEL1 8AXX chainrouge dozens botanical
mastodon astronomy
seasons aphid ego shark discord
vaporized line-breaks
commercial feudalism clubs the late
70s playful perspiration
super-8 egg demon leg
blitz anodyne crabcake
fifth level of pugt electric
fan lacquer
60 years kale divest 330
varieties of vegetables
cruel bohemian newspaper apple pie
pyre paper air optical spell
belt
raw witch dew guerrilla calculated
anaconda beautiful replicas
sausages sympathetic in college apartment
disobedience ecosystem

underlies inanimate artifice quaint mastodon astronomy
rotating seasons aphid ego shark discord to gift
self-wonders have desires core-screw vaporized line-breaks
molten spiral elbow commercial feudalism clubs the late
floral beak-flux 70s playful perspiration
geese textures chicken bailout super-8 egg demon leg
crisis combustion flour blitz anodyne crabcake
subtexts borderline invasion fifth level of pugt electric
visceral austere crunch fan lacquer portent
excesses distorted potent valve 60 years kale divest 330
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